AUTL concept of Unit Ministry Team Religious Support Training Model

Training Plan for Developing Individual to Collective Tasks

Training Content | Training Process | Mission

CTE | CSTX | XCTC | WAREX | WFX | CTCs

Mission Readiness Credibility through Competency
- Integrated RS Planning
- Interoperable RS for COE
- Religious Accommodation
- Religious Advisement
- Ministry Skills
- Staffing Skills
- Support Skills

Training Assessment and Training Guidance

UMT CORE COMPETENCIES

Nurture the Living

Care for our Wounded

Honor our Fallen

UMT ROLES Religious Leader - Religious Staff Advisor

Provide Religious Support to the Command

Provide Religious Services (4.2.4.1)

Provide Religious Care and Counseling (4.2.4.2)

Plan, resource and synchronize RS operations. (4.2.4.3)

Advise the Commander concerning the Effects of Religion upon Mission. (4.2.4.4)

Provide Religious Management and Admin. Support (4.2.4.6)

1. Provide Religious Support (4.2.4)

2. Provide Religious Services (4.2.4.1)

3. Provide Religious Care and Counseling (4.2.4.2)

4. Plan, resource and synchronize RS operations. (4.2.4.3)

5. Advise on the internal and external impacts of religion upon mission. (4.2.4.4)

6. Provide Religious Management and Admin. Support (4.2.4.6)
AUTL Collective Task 4.2.4.1
Provide Religious Services

805D-56A-6804 Conduct a Military Funeral
805D-56A-6808 Conduct a Military Memorial Ceremony
805D-56A-6805 Conduct a Military Memorial Service
805D-56A-6502 Conduct Suicide Awareness Training
805D-56A-6708 Perform Suicide Risk Assessment and Intervention
805D-56A-6801 Perform the Chaplain's Responsibilities during Death Notification
805D-56A-6604 Provide Religious Support for a Mass Casualty
805D-56A-6602 Provide Religious Support to a Wounded or Dying Individual
805D-56A-6601 Provide Religious Support to Combat and Operational Stress Casualties
805D-56A-6603 Provide RS in conjunction with TEM support activities
805D-56M-1601 Provide Religious Support to Wounded or Dying Soldiers
805D-56M-1602 Provide Religious Support in conjunction with Traumatic Event Management (TEM) Support Activities (56M)
805D-56M-1704 Provide Crisis Intervention
805D-56M-3603 Traumatic Event Management
805D-56M-3604 Determine Religious Support Implications of Casualty Volume and Logistics Flow
805D-56M-3302 Integrate Religious Support into the Traumatic Event Management Process
805D-56M-1803 Support a Memorial Service or Ceremony
805D-56M-1703 Assess a Soldier for Suicide
AUTL Collective Task 4.2.4.2. Provide (and Advise) Religious Care and Counseling.

805D-56A-6701 Apply Principles of Confidential Communication
805D-56A-6706 Apply Principles of Pastoral Grief Counseling
805D-56A-6710 Assess a Potential Counselee
805D-56A-6502 Conduct Suicide Awareness Training
805D-56A-8713 Coordinate Religious Care and Counseling
805D-56A-6201 Counsel Soldiers on the Ethics of War
805D-56A-6711 Demonstrate Basic Counseling Interventions
805D-56A-6707 Demonstrate Understanding of Pastoral Crisis Counseling
805D-56A-6705 Demonstrate Understanding of Principles of Pastoral Counseling for Victims of Sexual Assault
805D-56A-7712 Perform Basic Supervision of Pastoral Counseling
805D-56A-6702 Perform Pastoral Counseling
805D-56A-6704 Perform Solution Focused Pastoral Counseling
805D-56A-6708 Perform Suicide Risk Assessment and Intervention
805D-56A-6703 Refer Counselees to Appropriate Agency
805D-56M-2705 Apply Conflict Resolution Skills
805D-56M-1704 Provide Crisis Intervention
805D-56M-1701 Determine the needs of a Prospective Counselee
AUTC Collective Task 4.2.4.3. Advise on the (Internal and External) Impact of Religion.

805D-56A-6102 Advise Command on Religious Accommodations
805D-56A-8204 Advise Command on the Ethical Climate in the BCT
805D-56A-6203 Advise the Command on Ethical Issues
805D-56A-6202 Advise the Command on the Mission Impact of Indigenous Religions
805D-56A-7003 Analyze the Ethical and Moral Implications of Military Operations
805D-56A-7074 Conduct Soldier and Leader Engagement with Religious Leaders
805D-56A-8007 Estimate the Impact of Indigenous Religions on Information Operations
805D-56M-2101 Advise Soldiers on Process for Accommodation of Religious Practice
805D-56M-2004 Provide Advisement for Soldier and Leader Engagements
805D-56M-1005 Develop a Religious Impact Assessment (RIA)
805D-56M-1004 Develop a Religious Area Analysis
805D-56M-4007 Provide Religious Analysis Products to Advise the Command and Staff
805D-56M-2004 Provide Advisement for Soldier and Leader Engagements
805D-56M-2005 Provide Religious Affairs NCO support to the Soldier Leader Engagement (SLE) Process
AUTL Collective Task 4.2.4.4. Plan (and Sustain) Religious Support (for Current Operations).

805D-56A-8314 Coordinate BDE Religious Support Training During all Phases of an Operation
805D-56A-7005 Coordinate Religious Support in the Operating Environment
805D-56A-7310 Coordinate UMT Functions in the JIIM Environment
805D-56A-6807 Execute Religious Support for Unified Land Operations
805D-56A-7313 Manage the Delivery of Religious Support in the BCT in Joint, Interagency, Intergovernmental, and Multinational (JIIM) Operations
805D-56A-7309 Perform UMT Functions in the Joint, Interagency, Intergovernmental, Multinational (JIIM) Environment
805D-56A-6302 Plan Religious Support for Unified Land Operations (Multi-Domain Battle)
805D-56A-6306 Plan Religious Support to Authorized Civilians and Civil Authorities
805D-56M-1303 Extract Pertinent Information from Plans or Orders
805D-56M-1306 Determine Pertinent Religious Support Information from a Digital Display, Map or Overlay
805D-56M-3009 Synchronize Religious Support Activities in the Operational Environment
805D-56M-5008 Manage Religious Support in the Operating Environment
805D-56M-5303 Integrate Religious Based Analysis of the Operational Environment into Joint Task Force Staff Working Groups (WGs)
805D-56M-5311 Coordinate High Demand / Low Density Religious Support in the Operating Environment
805D-56M-5312 Supervise Religious Data Management in the Joint Operations Area
AUTL Collective Task 4.2.4.6.
Provides Religious Management and Admin. Support

805D-56A-7003 Analyze the Ethical and Moral Implications of Military Operations
805D-56A-8314 Coordinate BDE Religious Support Training During all Phases of an Operation
805D-56A-7005 Coordinate Religious Support in the Operating Environment
805D-56A-7310 Coordinate UMT Functions in the JIIM Environment
805D-56A-6001 Demonstrate Understanding of the policy of the chaplain as non-combatant
805D-56A-6304 Develop the Running Estimate for Religious Support
805D-56A-6807 Execute Religious Support for Unified Land Operations
805D-56A-6305 Integrate the Unit Ministry Team into the Battalion Staff Planning Process
805D-56A-6307 Integrate the Unit Ministry Team into Convoy Operations
805D-56A-7313 Manage the Delivery of Religious Support in the BCT in Joint, Interagency, Intergovernmental, and Multinational (JIIM) Operations
805D-56A-7309 Perform UMT Functions in the Joint, Interagency, Intergovernmental, Multinational (JIIM) Environment
805D-56A-8404 Provide Staff Supervision to Subordinate Level Unit Ministry Teams
805D-56A-6303 Write the Religious Support Attachment (Tab D) for the Tactical Standing Operating Procedures (TACSOP)
805D-56M-1304 Prepare Unit Ministry Team (UMT) Input to Running Estimates, OPLANS and OPORDS
805D-56M-1507 Manage Force Protection for the Unit Ministry Team
805D-56M-2307 Synchronize Religious Support Activities with Staff
805D-56M-3009 Synchronize Religious Support Activities in the Operational Environment
805D-56M-5008 Manage Religious Support in the Operating Environment
805D-56M-5310 Develop Religious Support Plans, Orders, Annexes for Echelons Above Brigade
Provide Religious Support (ART 4.2.4)
MAIN EFFORT: ART 4.2.4 Provide Religious Support

- **LOE: 4.2.4.1** Provide Religious Services
- **LOE: 4.2.4.2** Advise on the Impact of Religion
- **LOE: 4.2.4.3** Provide Religious Care and Counseling
- **LOE: 4.2.4.4** Plan Religious Support
- **LOE: 4.2.4.5** Provide Religious Education
- **LOE: 4.2.4.6** Provide Religious Management & Admin. Support